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Abstract—In light of the present situation researches on learner model in Adaptive Learning System at home and abroad, analyze the design principles and characteristics of Adaptive Learning System. Based on these, this paper summarizes the main problems of learner model from dimension of attention, representation method and acquisition path. It puts forward a new learner model called Advanced Learner Model (ALM for short), which includes three characteristic items such as knowledge level, cognitive ability and preferences. We respectively give the representation of them based on set and tuple. And give the acquisition of characteristic value for prior information and dynamic information. After that, propose a new Adaptive Learning System based on ALM as a case to show the application of this model.

Index Terms—Adaptive Learning System, Advanced Learner Model, characteristic, representation, acquisition

I. INTRODUCTION

Students are the service object of Adaptive Learning System. The design of learner model should take the advantage of the advanced educational concepts and network technology, and have respect for the students' different learning needs and learning characteristics, to provide students with the multi-style, multi-level, high efficient knowledge acquisition program. Each student should be able to get a series of personalized learning resources, as well as personalized guidance and real-time tracking service. Achieve autonomic learning under teacher guidance or peer collaboration access to all aspects of the personalized development.

There are three classic models in the current researches at home and abroad. The first is Characteristics of Adults as Learners model proposed by Cross[1], which has two dimensions (personal and environmental characteristics). The second one is the characteristic dimensions of distance learners by Kaye and Rumble[2], which includes education, life style, infrastructure and demographic. The third one is a theoretical analysis system for distance education students established by Ding Xingfu[3], which includes seven dimensions, such as historical status, physiological and psychological and so on.

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF THE CLASSICAL MODEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>View</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cross’s</th>
<th>Kaye’s</th>
<th>Ding Xingfu’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>Environmental Individual</td>
<td>Education Life Style</td>
<td>Cognitive Psychological</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representation</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>Questionnaire Test</td>
<td>Measurement Statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We analyze and summarize these models from different prospects, such as dimension of attention, representation and acquiring path[4] in Table I. We discover three common problems existing in the learner model. They all concern about the learners’ interests and psychological characteristics, but indeed ignore learner’s original knowledge level and cognitive ability which are relevant to the learning resources recommending. They generally use the qualitative description method which is inconvenient in calculating and reasoning. Also use the single subjective methods such as questionnaire and statistics, which made the acquisitive characteristics inaccurate.

In this article, in order to provide effective support to adaptive learning, we mainly put our focus on the research of the three above problems, aiming at the basic components and the relevant representation and acquiring method of the learner model. We propose a new learner model called ALM by knowledge level module, cognitive ability module and preferences module. Analyze the theoretical basis of learner model and Adaptive Learning System in section 2. Introduce the representation method of ALM in section 3. Give the acquisition of characteristic value in section 4. Propose a new Adaptive Learning System called NalsALM as a case to explore the related technologies to achieve the model and the application in section 5 and summarize the study in section 6. Parts of the work had been published separately in the 2009 International Conference on Computer Technology and Development and Edutainment 2010. This paper is mainly for improving the model, such as the acquisition of characteristic value for prior information and dynamic information, the correction of the formal description and the design of database of NalsALM. Also gives some integration methods and particular descriptions of ALM.
II. THE RELATED THEORETICAL BASIS

Learner model refers to produce one reliable way of expression to demonstrate what the student understood and could do, what he does not understand and could not do, what he wants to do as well as he should do[5]. The study of learner model is based on Adaptive Learning System, also is the key link in Adaptive Learning System.

A. The Adaptive Learning System

The basic idea of Adaptive Learning System is a student-centered and a targeted study guide according to the student mastery and acceptance of knowledge. It has the following characteristics.

Adaptability: The system automatically provide learner with the most suitable knowledge to learn through interact with learner based on recognizing the knowledge level and characteristics of learner.

Autonomy: Learner have the right to choose whether to participate in the system provided learning activities or not. And also can choose the way or strategy to participate in the learning process.

Constructive Resources: System constructs the appropriate learning resources and makes it adapt to learner’s all kinds of needs, which is based on the learners’ acquired knowledge.

From the pedagogical point of view, adaptive learning system should meet the following requirements at the same time, such as learner’s prior knowledge, cognitive ability, learning preferences, interests, personal circumstances and motivation.

B. Theory Basis of Learner Model

ALM can build a more diverse and rich characteristics system starting from the point of view of the multi-agent[6][7]. Gagne[8] believes that any kind of learning new knowledge and skills are based on the knowledge already learned and subordinated to. And learner’s cognitive capacity reflects his study ability (Speed, the way to accept knowledge, etc). Clearly, the premise of effective learning activities is to understand learner's knowledge level and cognitive ability. In addition, the learner's learning is driven by motivation. We should pay attention to understand the learner's interests and preferences information to promote the learning activities of learner. In this paper, we construct ALM from three characteristics of learner, such as knowledge level, cognitive ability and preferences. ALM can gain learner’s learning behavior clearly only through man-machine interface to interact with the learner. Using appropriate reasoning mechanisms extrapolate and amendments to form an abstract or formal representation for learner feature items.

III. REPRESENTATION OF ALM

In order to provide adaptive learning services for learner in Adaptive Learning System, learner model must have functions as follows:

First, estimates learner's knowledge level and cognitive ability through test, then uses them as the basis of pushing learning content.

Second, provides personalized guidance for learner in accordance with learner’s needs, interests and habits to stimulate learner’s interests in learning[9].

Finally, renewals learner model by mining and extraction to the information in learner’s learning process and test process.

So, ALM is consisted of knowledge level module, cognitive ability module and preferences module. We respectively give the representation methods of the three modules in detail in the following sections.

A. Knowledge Level

Knowledge level refers to a set of learner's existing knowledge under a certain goal. It has two parameters, one is knowledge point (KP), the other is mastering of KP. We use $k_i$ to represent the $i_{th}$ (KP), and we use $h_i$ to represent learner’s mastering of the $i_{th}$ KP. For the mastering, when learner has no idea of the KP, we use “0” to represent the situation. For others, we divide the mastering into six levels based on Bloom’s taxonomy of cognitive objectives[10], such as knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation, mapping with 1–6, as shown in Fig.1.

B. Cognitive Ability

Cognitive ability is the brain-based skills. We need to carry out any task from the simplest to the most complex. They have more to do with the mechanisms of how we learn, remember, problem-solve, and pay attention rather than with any actual knowledge. Any task can be broken down into the different cognitive skills or functions needed to complete that task successfully[11]. We can describe the level of learners’ ability by depicting the cognitive status of learners. It also has two parameters. One is the type of cognitive ability. The other is the level value of cognitive ability. The type of cognitive ability should be divided into eight capabilities based on Gardner's multiple intelligences theory of cognitive abilities such as inductive capacity, memory, observation,
abstraction ability, analytical ability, calculation ability, imagination, and logical reasoning ability. And be expressed with a1 to a8 in turn, as Fig.2 shows. The level value can be represented by li. As the ability to change is continuous, li is defined as the value greater than 0 and less than 1.

We use “Ability-level” to represent the set of learner’s cognitive ability.

Definition 2: Ability-level = \{(a1, l1); \ldots; (a8, l8)\}, where ai is the ith cognitive ability, li is the level of the ith cognitive ability.

C. Preferences

Preferences are defined as demonstrated interest, hobby and other information in learning. Through the analysis, we preferred preferences information into the background material preferences, learning strategy preferences, learning time preference, system features preferences and presentation preferences. In turn is expressed as P_b, P_p, P_s, P_t, P_f. They are five concept sets, A concept is a pair of (c, σ), where c is a concept, and σ is a coefficient denotes the preference degree of the concept. The second one is the questionnaire to obtain the general characteristics and certain personality characteristics which are required in the teaching process. Finally understand the learner’s attitude, psychological, physiological and social characteristics, including age, gender, life experiences, cultural backgrounds, learning motivation, personal expectations, hobbies and other factors when engaged in the learning. The first two can be collectively referred to as the “learning state of readiness”. The third aspect can be called “the general characteristics of learner”.

IV. ACQUISITION OF CHARACTERISTIC VALUE OF ALM

We acquire the characteristic values of learner model through analyzing learners’ characteristics. In traditional teaching process, through observation, survey and communication, teachers would obtain learners’ characteristics which are required in the teaching process. However, under the network environment, learners and system are invisible to each other, which made the face to face communication impossible. So it could only be done through the analysis and process of the captured information by computers. Thus, the conception of learners’ characteristic analysis is with the proper use of computer technology to acquire the learner model’s characteristic values, under the guidance of some reasoning methods[12].

A. Acquisition Method of Prior Information

In the initial state, we need to get the following three aspects. First, achieve the knowledge readiness of learner in the learning objectives based on the learner selected target, namely to understand the learner’s knowledge level for the specific subject content. Then understand the maturity of certain cognitive abilities of the learner. Finally understand the learner’s attitude, psychological, physiological and social characteristics, including age, gender, life experiences, cultural backgrounds, learning motivation, personal expectations, hobbies and other factors when engaged in the learning. The first two can be collectively referred to as the “learning state of readiness”. The third aspect can be called “the general characteristics of learner”.

The collection of the three aspects information can use the following three channels. The first one is to obtain registration information. For a new user, the system want to know his related information as much as possible, the only effective access way is through user registration. The second one is the questionnaire to obtain the general characteristics and certain personality characteristics information through the analysis of learner’s answers for the questions by questionnaire in the system. The third one is test. The test is divided into system pre-test and system test. In this section mainly discusses the initial acquisition of characteristic values, so the concern is system pre-test. After learner selects the learning objectives, system provides the pre-test in order under this goal. System uses fuzzy logic theory according to learner’s answers to adjust the selected strategy, namely considering whether the level rising or not. These questions are also associated with learner’s some cognitive ability. So the system can obtain the knowledge video, P_s represents learning strategies preferences (teaching type, inquisition type, cooperation type), P_t represents study time preferences (time period), P_f represents system function preferences (using the system frequency-related features). P_b, P_p, P_s, P_t, P_f are five concept sets, A concept is a pair of (c, σ), where c is a concept, and σ is a coefficient denotes the preference degree of the concept.
level and the estimate value of the corresponding cognitive ability.

B. Acquisition Method of Dynamic Information

ALM is established through data extraction method. And performs the static storage or dynamic extraction in real time to the needed data. Then conclude and associate the stored data through the model rules to construct basic learner model. In the learning process, extract dynamic information constantly to correct and renew learner model to describe key characteristics of learner personality learning in the maximum extent. The object of dynamic extraction is learner’s learning process and testing process behavior in the use of this system (referred to the learner behavior information, etc).

However, after obtaining the various of feature information and data about the behavior of learner through a variety of ways, rules database will be needed a lot of query operations to match the personality traits of each learner, which will lead to overloading of the system to cause the system blocked and the operating efficiency reduced. So it is necessary to use data mining techniques to preprocess these information and data. These data of user include access records of network, proxy server logging, logging of the user browser profiles, registration information, user dialogue or test information, user records, user questions, the user selection and search keywords, etc. We can use these raw data to build data mining model consisted of pretreatment process, the mining process, pattern analysis. We introduce the estimation methods of the three modules in detail respectively in the following sections.

1) Estimation method of knowledge level

For the set of KPs, the basic idea is to find its precursor according to the set of goal KPs. And estimate whether the value of learner’s master degree of these precursors is “0”, if not, end the process and record this knowledge point. If so, carry on finding this KP’s precursor.

There are two effective methods in estimating the degree of learner's mastering of a certain KP, such as Bayes theorem and fuzzy logic[13]. We had introduced some related algorithms in previous published research paper[14], but there is some mistakes and ambiguity about the formula and the data example. So we correct them in this paper. Fuzzy logic is a logic based on the concept of fuzzy set, in which membership is expressed in varying probabilities or degrees of truth-that is, as a continuum of values ranging from 0 (does not occur) to 1 (definitely occurs). In the process of this study, the first step to determine the representation of the mastery by fuzzy set, the second step gives changes rules of the membership in fuzzy set, and finally gives the expression of the parameter q in the rules. So you can reverse the process to achieve the mastery of KP.

According to Definition 1, we use these seven ranks (0–6) to express the degree of learner mastering of a certain KP. The membership of each rank is expressed as $\mu_k(i)$, $i = 0–6$. Express the degree of learner's mastering of $k$ KP through fuzzy set $K = \{i \mid (i, \mu_k(i)) \in \mathbb{H} \}$, where, $0 \leq \mu_k(i) \leq 1$, $\sum \mu_k(i) \leq 1$. To a KP, the highest level of membership is the level that the learner has achieved currently about this KP.

For example, assume that the membership of the six ranks are {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1, 0}, therefore, the degree of learner's mastering of a certain KP are expressed as $K = \{(0, 0), (1, 0.1), (2, 0.2), (3, 0.4), (4, 0.2), (5, 0.1), (6, 0)\}$. We can see that the level of membership for the rank 3 is the highest. Then we can estimate the degree of learner's mastering of a certain KP is rank 3.

We define the changing rules of membership of fuzzy set “K” as Table II, assume “m” is the rank of test questions, $i = 0–6$. “K” is the turn of the current calculation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II. CHANGING RULES OF MEMBERSHIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i=m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i=m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basic principle of changing rule: when learner does a certain rank of test question correctly, adopt “up rule” to the rank and the following rank. And adopt “down rule” to the above rank. When learner does test question wrongly, the membership does not change. Take Table III for example; here suppose parameter $q = 0.5$, fuzzy set “$\mu$” is the set of degree of learner’s mastering of a certain KP. We can infer that the degree of mastering about the KP is level 1 from table III. The learner does the second question in rank 2 correctly, but he does the third question in same rank wrongly. We may surmise that he possibly guesses the third question right or this question is possibly neglectful. When does the fourth question in the same rank, he is also wrong. It seems more likely that he may not reach rank 2. The fifth test declines the rank of the question from rank 2 to rank 1. As a result, this algorithm can exclude some interference information, such as guess right and negligence. It can classify the knowledge level of learner better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table III. THE EXAMPLE OF CHANGING RULES OF MEMBERSHIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial $\mu = {0.5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 $\mu = {0.5, 0.25, 0.25, 0, 0, 0}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 $\mu = {0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0, 0, 0}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 $\mu = {0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0, 0, 0}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 $\mu = {0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0, 0, 0}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 $\mu = {0.125, 0.75, 0.125, 0, 0, 0}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the “down rule” in Table III, using “$\Delta$” to represent the variation of $\mu_k(i)$, $\Delta = (\mu_k(i+1) - \mu_k(i))q$, so parameter “q” decides the scope of membership changing. It decides the declining speed of learner’s mastering of KP. The determination of parameter “q” should consider the following two aspects, the difficulty of the question and the degree of learner’s familiarity with the question. The difficulty of the question is expressed as “d”, where $0 < d < 1$. The degree of learner’s familiarity with the question will be obtained by the speed of learner to answer the question correctly. We stipulate two time sections, normal time and longest time.
If learner answers the question correctly in normal time range, indicate that he is familiar with the knowledge. If he answers the question correctly between the normal time and the longest time, indicate that he is not very familiar with it. If beyond the longest time, indicate that he is not familiar with it. Then, use the function to express the familiar degrees with the questions, we can obtain Definition 4.

Definition 4: assume that \( a \) is the normal time, \( \gamma \) is the longest time, \( \beta = (a + \gamma)/2 \). The function of the degree of learner’s familiarity with the question \( F(t) \) is defined as follows, where \( "a", " \gamma " \) of each question can be different. \( " \gamma " \) is an adjustment coefficient to be used to adjust the the impact degree of overtime.

\[
F(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 & t \leq a \\
1 - y \left( \frac{a-t}{\gamma-a} \right)^\alpha & a \leq t \leq \beta \\
y \left( \frac{a-t}{\gamma-a} \right)^\alpha & \beta \leq t \leq \gamma \\
0 & t \geq \beta
\end{cases}
\]

So that \( q = c^d \cdot F(t) \), \( c \) is a constant larger than 1, \( 0 < d < 1 \). When learner does the question correctly in the normal time range, \( F(t)=1 \), \( q \) becomes large. When learner does the question correctly exceed the normal range, \( F(t) \) becomes small, \( q \) becomes small too. It proves that learner’s mastering degree of KP is changing slower. When exceeds the longest time, \( F(t)=0 \), \( q \) is 0. Similarly, \( q \) increases with increasing \( d \). When learner does a more difficult question correctly, it proves that he learns this content well, also proves his mastering degree of KP is rising faster.

So, the steps to determine “Knowledge-how”

a) Obtains a set of learner’s goal knowledge: Target-knowledge=\{\( t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_m \)\}.

b) Discovers the pre-KPs corresponding with the m KPs in the “Target-knowledge” set according to domain model. Get the set of pre-KPs as Pre-knowledge=\{\( p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n \)\}.

c) Judges the learner’s mastering of pre-KPs one by one (maked with 0–6). So the set of learner’s pre-KPs level, Pre-Knowledge-how=\{(\( p_1, h_1 \), \( \ldots \), (\( p_n, h_n \))\}, \( h_i \in H \).

d) Records KPs whose mastering degree between 1 and 6 in “Knowledge-how”. Set \( p_j \) as target-KPs and turn to step b when \( h_i=0 \).

e) Achieves the disorder set “Knowledge-how”.

2) Estimation method of cognitive ability

We can obtain the learner’s cognitive ability by testing[15]. We design a form of every test is: Test(i) = \( (A_i, T_i, \eta, \lambda, \Phi, Q) \). A series of test questions constituted a test paper. TEST= \{\( t_1= (A_1, T_1, \eta_1, \lambda_1, \Phi_1, Q_1) \), \( \ldots \), (\( A_n, T_n, \eta_n, \lambda_n, \Phi_n, Q_n) \)\}. For example, in order to obtain the level of induction ability and memory ability. The series of test questions are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Test}(1) &= (A(1), T_1, \eta_1, \lambda_1, \Phi_1 : Q_1), \\
\text{Test}(2) &= (A(1), T_2, \eta_2, \lambda_2, \Phi_2 : Q_2), \\
\text{Test}(3) &= (A(2), T_3, \eta_1, \lambda_3, \Phi_1 : Q_3), \\
\text{Test}(4) &= (A(2), T_4, \eta_1, \lambda_4, \Phi_4 : Q_4).
\end{align*}
\]

Then obtain the answers of the test questions. The set of answers as Answer, Answer=\( \{\text{answer} (t_1, \varphi_1), \ldots, \text{answer} (t_1, \varphi_n), \ldots, \text{answer} (t_1, \varphi_m)\} \). So, we can define the level of the \( i \)th cognitive ability as follow:

\[
\text{Ability-how} (A_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \left[ \frac{\varphi_j \cap \varphi_i}{\varphi_i} \times \eta_j \times \lambda_j \right] / \sum_{i=1}^{m} (\eta_j \times \lambda_j)
\]

Where \( (\varphi_j \cap \varphi_i)/\varphi_i \) is the accuracy rate of learner’s answers to the \( i \)th question, using \( R_j \) to express the accuracy rate, so \( 0 \leq R_j \leq 1 \). \( n \) is the total of the questions which the student replied to test the \( i \)th kind of ability. Let \( l_i \)=Ability-how \( (A_i) \), and we can obtain the set of learner’s cognitive ability as “Ability-level”.

3) Estimation method of preferences

For the estimation of preferences, it divided into two steps which are initial estimation and dynamic estimation. We have to pretest the learners’ interests before them using the system for learning and also initialize learner’s interests. With the proceed of learner’s learning activities, we can discover learner’s interests. Then correct and maintain those values through data mining about the data of learners’ searching concepts, browsing websites’ types and topics of discussions. For the initializing values, we can gather user’s interests information through user’s registration forms or scale, and use direct or indirect matching methods to process those original data to acquire the initial values. For dynamic values, it concerns about learner’s learning procedure information and historical testing information. Then processes the acquired values through data mining model to obtain the needed data.

In addition, when using the characteristic value, we can build the vectors about the feature item of learning objective and the relevant weight to present the learning resources according to the 5D vector space consisted of five factor group n of learner’s interests. Based on the angle of the feature vectors in the vector space, determine the similarity between learner’s interests information and the learning resource, and return the most similar learning resource to the learner.

V. A CASE STUDY BASED ON ALM

In order to verify the performance of ALM, this paper presents a new adaptive learning system based on ALM (short for NalsALM), to complete the case study for ALM.

A. The Framework Design of NalsALM

In this study, NalsALM is mainly constituted by ALM and domain model[7], three processors made up of inference engine(IE for short), resources recommendation engine(RRE for short), information collection and extraction engine(ICEE for short) and four database made up of knowledge base, test base, resources base and learner information base. In this system, domain model describes the relationship between the structure of knowledge points. ALM is core. All knowledge push plan are based on domain model and ALM. Learner need to choose learning goals if he uses the system for the first
time. Based on the learner’s goal, ALM chooses knowledge points as goal knowledge points set in the knowledge base, using “Target-knowledge” to represent the set, then designs tests according to “Target-knowledge”. ALM will deduce learner’s knowledge level and cognitive ability from test data. After that, IE achieves the “Knowledge-sequence” set that the learner will learn according to the deducing result of ALM, domain model and Target-knowledge. RRE recommends learning resources to meet learning needs of the learner best based on “Knowledge-sequence”. ICEE collects and arranges the information of learning process and testing process to reappear for learner’s characteristic information. System’s main flow is shown in Fig.5.

Step 5: Show the selected learning resources to user sequentially.

Step 6: Learners can get the answers from the Q&A engine when they are in trouble.

Step 7: Learners can test actively at any time during learning.

Step 8: Record learners' learning process information in learner information base

Step 9: If learner has used the system, it directly shows the resources that the learner should learn according to his learning record.

Step10: If the sequence is empty, then end. Learner need to choose a further target.

B. The Major Works of NalsALM

1) The design of database for NalsALM

NalsALM has four databases, such as knowledge base, test base, resources base and learner information base. We give the relationship between the main tables in the databases in Fig. 6.

Below descriptions are given to the design of part of the four database tables.

a) Knowledge base

Courses table (course number, course name, course descriptions, course grades, course objectives, reference information, whether compulsory).

Knowledge table (knowledge point number, knowledge point name, concept type, course number, parent knowledge number, precursor knowledge points, target level, background concept number).

Background table (background number, background content).

Chapter table (chapter number, name, course number, school, the parent node, the learning page number, elective / compulsory, before node).

Knowledge_lesson table (knowledge point number, lesson number, relation degree, Bloom’s learning goals, order in lesson).

Knowledge structure table (knowledge point number, Number of precursor knowledge point, associated degree, discipline, term).

b) Test base

Question stem table (question number, type of cognitive ability, problem type, hardness, rank,
description of problem stem, guess coefficient, whether to activate tips, whether random, answer number, normal time, longest time, etc). It was used to save the stem of the test questions.

Question branch table (answer number, question number, answer, whether it is the answer, explanations). It was used to store the information of the answers to your questions.

Test knowledge points table (question number, degree of association, knowledge point number). It used to indicate the degree of association of the test questions and knowledge.

c) Resources base

Learning resources table (resource number, name, subject, keywords, format, author, language, description, content, upload person, upload time, media type, application objects, evaluation)

Resource knowledge point table (knowledge point number, resource number, degree of association, rank of resources, resources difficulty, background concept number, type of cognitive ability needed, ability value, type of cognitive ability improved, learning strategy types)

Student resource evaluation table (student number, resource number evaluation)

d) Learner information base

Basic information of student table (student ID, name, username, password, gender, school, schooling year, Email, term, photo, preference information).

Knowledge level table (student ID, knowledge point number, master degree, whether to achieve).

Cognitive ability table (student ID, type, the ability value).

Preference information table (student ID, background material preferences, media type, learning strategy preferences, learning time preference, system function preferences).

Learn history table (student ID, start time, chapter number, knowledge point number, resource number had been studied, end time, knowledge point breakpoint, evaluation).

Test history table (student ID, knowledge point number, start time, test number, over time, evaluation)

Error information table (knowledge point number of error question, error causes, error number).

Learning sequence table (student ID, knowledge ("," across the sequence, selection of target and does not meet the requirements of pre-KP)).

2) Learning resources push mechanism

we can obtain “Knowledge-how”, “Ability-level”, and “Preference” by estimation methods in section 4. Here, we will introduce how to achieve to push the learning resources effectively and personalized based on these three information[16][17].

a) Access to “Knowledge-sequence”

IE Arranges the disorder KP in learner’s knowledge level set “Knowledge-how” educed by ALM according to the relations of KP in domain model. Knowledge base has stored the requirements of mastering degree of KPs. It judges KP one by one, and deletes the KP which meets the requirement from the set. Finally obtains a set of pre-KPs as “Pre-sequence” to be learning.

Pre-sequence=\{ (k_i, r_i) \mid \cdots \mid (k_j, r_j), \cdots \mid (k_m, r_m) \}, 1 \leq i<j< \cdots < m \leq n, where k_i represents the jth KP, r_j represents the rank of the jth KP, and r_j=r_j+h_j×x where h_j is the learner’s mastering of the jth KP in “Knowledge-how”, x is given by the system in accordance with the teaching objectives. Then obtains a set of target KPs sequence as “Target-sequence” according to “Target-knowledge”.

Target-sequence=\{ (t_i, 1) \mid \cdots \mid (t_n, 1) \}, the target KPs need to learn from rank 1, step-by-step. So the set of KPs to be learning “Knowledge-sequence”'= Pre-sequence ∪ Target-sequence.

b) Recommendation of learning resources

RRE selects learning resources which meet the rank needs of each KP of “Knowledge-sequence” in resources base as a collection “R” of learning resources, Then match the “Ability-level” of the learner to the related cognitive ability attribute of each resource. Obtain a collection “R,” of learning resources whose similarity are within a certain range(Ideally, it is necessary to make the recommended learning resources can not exceed any level of cognitive ability of the learners, but also help to improve certain cognitive ability of learners). Finally, according to learner’s “preferences-set” selects the learning resources that best meet the learning needs of learners in R_1.

Appropriate for a certain knowledge point learning resources, learners need to be tested after learning that the resource.

If pass, add the mastery of knowledge with 1 pace. Next, determine whether the rank meet the Level requirements of the KP. If it meets, delete the KP. If not, improve the level of KP and continue to learn until meet the demand.

If not pass, re-select other resources in this level to learn for learner until he pass the test.

For example, student A has reached the rank 2 (comprehension) to K_i in the current by test, but the knowledge base required level is 4 (analysis). So for KP K_i, the system should give the learning resource in rank 3(application) to A. If A pass the test, we can infer that A has reached the rank 3, but still not reach rank 4. Next, the system will provide the learning resource to A in rank 4 (synthesis). If A don’t pass the test, the system will still provide other learning resource to A in rank 3 (application).

VI. CONCLUSION

The construction of learner model is a complex process in Adaptive Learning System. In this paper, based on Gagne’s learning hierarchy theory, we proposed a new LM called Advanced Learner Model (ALM for short) consisted of knowledge level, cognitive ability and preferences. We give the representation of ALM separately. Then give acquisition of characteristic value of ALM in detail for both prior information and dynamic information. We use the idea of fuzzy logic to estimate the learner's knowledge level. And use linear computation
method to estimate the learner’s cognitive ability. Use vector space theory to represent preferences. After that, we propose a new Adaptive Learning System based on this learner model as a case. And give the framework design and the database design of NalsALM.
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